
The Elasticity Toolkit Classes

Generating income in the financial markets with the Elasticity Toolkit

A series of educational classes written by 
Timothy Straiton (https://www.metastockswiss.ch)

The Elasticity toolkit has been created in order to obtain maximum gains in both sideways and 
trending markets with minimum risk.
The system performance results in almost all equity markets on a daily periodicity have proven 
to be exceptional. Nevertheless, for those who have the intention of relying on their trading 
activity to generate a constant source of income, there are various other aspects to consider, 
which will have an important influence on the resulting trading performance and which will all 
play their part in the formation of a sound business plan.

Class 1 – Technical Analysis - In this class you will learn how to use technical analysis 
methods which have stood the test of time and which are of utmost importance in identifying 
trading opportunities and protecting the trader from substantial losses.

Technical analysis differs from fundamental analysis in that the stock's price and volume are 
the only inputs. The core assumption is that all known fundamentals are factored into price; 
thus, there is no need to pay close attention to them. Technical analysts do not attempt to 
measure a security's intrinsic value, but instead use stock charts to identify patterns and 
trends that suggest what a stock will do in the future
Fundamental analysis is a method of evaluating securities by attempting to measure 
the intrinsic value of a stock. Fundamental analysts study everything from the overall economy 
and industry conditions to the financial condition and management of companies. 
Earnings,expenses,assets and liabilities are all important characteristics to fundamental 
analysts.

We will be covering the following subjects:

    • Chart Pattern Recognition

    • Technical Indicators

    • Support and resistance levels
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Chart Pattern Recognition

As with other technical analysis methods, chart pattern recognition can be open to 
interpretation and therefore is best applied together with other trend analysis tools.  Most chart 
patterns fall into two basic groups, reversal patterns or continuation patterns. Descriptions of 
the most popular charts patterns are listed below:

Ascending Triangle

In an ascending triangle, one trend line is drawn horizontally at a level that has historically 
prevented the price from heading higher, while the second trend line connects a series of 
increasing troughs. Traders enter into long positions when the price of the asset breaks above 
the top resistance. An ascending triangle is generally considered to be a continuation pattern, 
meaning that it is usually found amid a period of consolidation within an uptrend. Once the 
breakout occurs, buyers will aggressively send the price of the asset higher, usually on high 
volume. The most common price target is generally set to be equal to the entry price plus the 
vertical height of the triangle.
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Cup and Handle

The Cup and Handle is a bullish continuation pattern that marks a consolidation period 
followed by a breakout. The cup is in the shape of a "U" and the handle has a slight 
downward drift. The right-hand side of the pattern has low trading volume. It can be as 
short as seven weeks and as long as 65 weeks. As the stock comes up to test the old 
highs, the stock will incur selling pressure by the people who bought at or near the old 
high. This selling pressure will make the stock price trade sideways with a tendency 
towards a downtrend for four days to four weeks... then it takes off.

Descending Triangle

The descending triangle is a bearish formation that usually forms during a downtrend as a 
continuation pattern and indicates distribution. Once the horizontal line has been broken, 
the downside target should correspond to the height of the triangle, projected below the 
horizontal support line. While this pattern is in the process of formation, volume tends to 
be low but rises substantially on a break of the support line.
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Double Top
The double top is a major reversal pattern that forms after an extended uptrend. The 
pattern is made up of two consecutive peaks that are roughly equal, with a moderate 
trough in-between. As illustrated below, a double top consists of two well-defined, sharp 
peaks at approximately the same price level. A double top occurs when prices are in an 
uptrend. Prices rise to a resistance level, retreat, return to the resistance level again 
before declining. The two peaks should be distinct and sharp. The pattern is complete 
when prices decline below the lowest low in the formation. The lowest low is called the 
confirmation point.

Falling Wedge
The falling wedge is a bullish pattern consisting of lower highs and lower lows of diminishing 
magnitude. The pattern is confirmed when the falling resistance line is broken, which should 
be accompanied by a rise in volume. The pattern may falter if volume remains low at the 
breakout point.
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Flag or Pennant
A flag or pennant is a continuation pattern which portrays a period of consolidation in the 
market before resumption of the original trend. They can be observed in both rising and 
falling markets. A rise in volume should be observed at the breakout point. If this is not 
the case then the move is likely to falter.

Head and Shoulders

The head-and-shoulders pattern is believed to be one of the most reliable trend-reversal 
patterns. It consists of three successive rallies, the second being the highest. The name derives 
from the fact that on a chart the first and third rallies look like shoulders and the second looks like 
a head. Completion of the pattern constitutes initiation of a bear market.
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Price Channel

A price channel is a continuation pattern that slopes up or down and is bound by an 
upper and lower trend line. The upper trend line marks resistance and the lower 
trend line marks support. Price channels with negative slopes are considered 
bearish and those with positive slopes bullish. A price channel can also be described 
as a technical overlay that forms boundaries above and below the price line based 
on previous highs and lows.

Rectangle

The rectangle pattern consists of two horizontal trend lines containing market activity. 
As long as prices remain within the pattern, volume tends to be erratic to low. A break 
out of the pattern which generally follows the direction of the prevailing trend, is 
accompanied by a rise in volume.
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Rising Wedge

A rising wedge which is a reversal pattern, is formed by higher highs and higher lows. It 
is a bearish formation and requires a prior upward trend from which to make a reversal.

Symmetrical Triangle

A symmetrical triangle engulfs a period of market consolidation in which the range narrows 
with lower highs and higher lows. This pattern gives no clues as to the direction of the 
eventual breakout. It can be either upward or downward.
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Triple Bottom

A triple bottom is a reversal pattern that displays three distinct minor lows at approximately the 
same price level. It generally takes at least three months to form and the longer the support 
levels hold, the more convincing is the eventual break above resistance. Ideally, the break to 
the upside should be accompanied with a significant rise in volume.

Triple Top

A triple top is used to predict the reversal of a prolonged uptrend. This pattern is identified 
when the price of an asset creates three peaks at nearly the same price level. The three 
consecutive tops make this pattern visually similar to the head and shoulders pattern but, in 
this case, the middle peak is nearly equal to the other peaks rather than being higher. A break 
below support on high volume after the three tops have been formed is a reversal 
confirmation.
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Technical indicators

Technical indicators often reveal developments in the markets which could go 
unnoticed otherwise. Here is a selection of useful indicators which are compatible 
with all versions of Metastock.

ATR/Bollinger Bandwidth

This indicator combination makes visible market situations where price activity 
remains in a narrow range over an extended period of time. Such situations are 
often a forbode to dramatic breakouts. A high indicator level is a warning sign that 
a sharp move in the market is not far away.

Metastock Indicator code:

 Thr:=Input("Enter the Threshhold Level;",0.2,0.9,0.45);

Sig:=ATR(55)/(BBandTop(C,21,S,2)-BBandBot(C,21,S,2));

If(Sig>Thr,Sig,Thr)
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Chande Trendscore Indicator

The Chande Trendscore indicator attempts to show price trend by giving score to 
positive and negative price changes. It adds 1 to existing Trend score when the 
current price close is greater than the previous close and subtracts 1 from existing 
trend score when the current price close is less than the previous close. This indicator 
oscillates above and below zero level.

Metastock Indicator code:

SC:=If(C>=Ref(C,-11),1,-1) + If(C>=Ref(C,-12),1,-1) + 
If(C>=Ref(C,-13),1,-1) + If(C>=Ref(C,-14),1,-1) + 
If(C>=Ref(C,-15),1,-1) + If(C>=Ref(C,-16),1,-1) +
If(C>=Ref(C,-17),1,-1) + If(C>=Ref(C,-18),1,-1) + 
If(C>=Ref(C,-19),1,-1) + If(C>=Ref(C,-20),1,-1);
Tr:=Mov(SC,3,S);
Tr;0
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Choppiness Index

When a stock is trending and when it is in flat territory?
The Choppiness Index measures the trend intensity of a market. It identifies both trending and 
choppy price action. The Choppiness index uses a scale between 0 and 100. The index has 
an upper and lower band (typically labeled with Fibonacci numbers of 61.80 and 38.20) and 
has a default length of 14. The Choppiness Index begins by calculating the true range from 
each period. It sums the last 14 periods to get the total amount for that period. Then it finds 
the highest true high and lowest true low in the 14 periods and takes the difference between 
them to get the height of the 14 period box range. Then, it divides the sum of the true ranges 
by the 14 period and takes the logarithm of the result using a base of 10. Finally, it divides this 
number by 14 and multiplies the results to achieve the Choppiness Index.

Metastock Indicator code:

  ((Log(Sum(ATR(1),14) / (HHV(If(H,>=,Ref(C,-1),H,Ref(C,-1)),14) - 
LLV(If(L,<=,Ref(C,-1),L,Ref(C,-1)),14))) / Log(10))/(Log(14)/Log(10))) * 100;61.8;38.2
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Efficiency Ratio

An oscillator that compares the market speed to volatility in an attempt to identify choppy 
versus smooth markets. Developed by Perry Kaufman and described in his book entitled 
“New Trading Systems and Methods”, the Efficiency Ratio is a measure of relative market 
speed to volatility. It is often used as a filter to help avoid “choppy” or flat markets and help 
identify smoother market trends. The Efficiency Ratio is calculated by dividing the net change 
in price movement over n-periods by the sum of all bar-to-bar price changes (taken as 
absolute values) over those same n-periods.

Metastock Indicator code:

Periods:=Input("Enter the number of periods;",2,600,10);
Direction:=C-Ref(C,-Periods);
Volatility:=Sum(Abs(C-Ref(C,-1)),Periods);
ER:=Abs(Direction/Volatility);
ER
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Hull Moving Average

The Hull Moving Average manages to keep up with rapid changes in price activity whilst having 
superior smoothing over an SMA of the same period. The HMA employs weighted moving averages 
and dampens the smoothing effect (and resulting lag) by using the square root of the period instead of 
the actual period itself.

Metastock Indicator code:

period:=Input("Period",1,200,10);
sqrtperiod:=Input("Square Root of Period",1,20,4);
Shft:=Input("Horizontal Shift",0,20,0);
HMA:=Ref(Mov(2*(Mov(C,period/2,W))-Mov(C,period,W),sqrtperiod,W),-Shft);
HMA
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Laguerre RSI Indicator

The Laguerre RSI was introduced by John Ehlers in his book Cybernetic Analysis for stocks and 
futures. It uses a Laguerre filter to provide a time warp so that the low frequency components are 
delayed more than the high frequency components, enabling much smoother filters to be created 
using less data.

Metastock Indicator code:

 g:=Input("Enter the smoothing factor;",0.2,0.9,0.5);
L0:=((1-g)*C) + (g*PREV); 
L1:=(-g*L0) + Ref(L0,-1) + (g*PREV); 
L2:=(-g*L1) + Ref(L1,-1) + (g*PREV); 
L3:=(-g*L2) + Ref(L2,-1) + (g*PREV); 
cu:= If(L0>L1, L0-L1,0) + If(L1>L2, L1-L2,0) + If(L2>L3, L2-L3,0); 
cd:= If(L0<L1, L1-L0,0) + If(L1<L2, L2-L1,0) + If(L2<L3, L3-L2,0); 
temp:= If(cu+cd=0, -1,cu+cd); 
Sig:=If(temp=-1,0,cu/temp);
0.85;Sig;0.15
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MACD with Histogram

The signals from the MACD indicator tend to lag price movements. The MACD Histogram 
attempts to address this problem by plotting the distance between MACD and its signal line. 
Because of this, the histogram signals trend changes well in advance of the normal MACD 
signal, but is less reliable and should be confirmed by other indicators. Only trade with 
Histogram signals when the market is trending.

Metastock Indicator code:

pds:=Input("Enter the MACD signal time periods;",0,50,9);
Histo:=MACD()-Mov(MACD(),pds,E);
Outl:=Mov(MACD()-Mov(MACD(),pds,E),1,S);
Hup:=If(Histo>0,Histo,0);
Hdn:=If(Histo<0,Histo,0);
MACD();Mov(MACD(),pds,E);Hup;Hdn;Outl
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Triple Double Stochastic Binary Wave

This indicator has 3 double stochastics combined into a binary wave with a 5 period 
moving average signal.

Metastock Indicator code:

A1:=100*(Mov(Mov((C-LLV(L,10)),3,E),3,E) / 
Mov(Mov((HHV(H,10) - LLV(L,10)),3,E),3,E));
A2:=100*(Mov(Mov((C-LLV(L,20)),3,E),3,E) / 
Mov(Mov((HHV(H,20) - LLV(L,20)),3,E),3,E));
A3:=100*(Mov(Mov((C-LLV(L,40)),3,E),3,E) / 
Mov(Mov((HHV(H,40) - LLV(L,40)),3,E),3,E));
W1:=If(A1<=10,-5,If(A1>10 AND A1<=20,-4,If(A1>20 AND A1<=30,-3,If(A1>30 AND 
A1<=40,-2,If(A1>40 AND A1<=50,-1,If(A1>50 AND A1<=60,1,If(A1>60 AND 
A1<=70,2,If(A1>70 AND A1<=80,3,If(A1>80 AND A1<=90,4,5)))))))));
W2:=If(A2<=10,-10,If(A2>10 AND A2<=20,-8,If(A2>20 AND A2<=30,-6,If(A2>30 AND 
A2<=40,-4,If(A2>40 AND A2<=50,-2,If(A2>50 AND A2<=60,2,If(A2>60 AND 
A2<=70,4,If(A2>70 AND A2<=80,6,If(A2>80 AND A2<=90,8,10)))))))));
W3:=If(A3<=10,-15,If(A3>10 AND A3<=20,-12,If(A3>20 AND A3<=30,-9,If(A3>30 AND 
A3<=40,-6,If(A3>40 AND A3<=50,-3,If(A3>50 AND A3<=60,3,If(A3>60 AND 
A3<=70,6,If(A3>70 AND A3<=80,9,If(A3>80 AND A3<=90,12,15)))))))));
B:=W1+W2+W3;
B2:=Mov(B,5,S);
B2;B;
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Support and resistance levels

Support and resistance identifies price levels where historically the price 
reacted either by reversing or at least by slowing down and prior price 
behavior at these levels can leave clues for future price behavior. There are 
many different ways to identify these levels and to apply them in trading. 
Support and Resistance levels can be identifiable turning points, areas of 
congestion or psychological levels (round numbers that traders attach 
significance to). The higher the time frame, the more relevant the levels 
become. 

Resistance becomes support

Support

Resistance

Strength of support and resistance

A number of factors can influence the strength of support and resistance levels

Length: The longer the duration of Support or Resistance the more reliable and 
stronger it is.

Height: The broader the distance between the Support and Resistance the more 
powerful it is.

Volume: Higher volumes add strength to Support or Resistance levels.
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Pivot Points

Pivot points are used to help determine the direction of the market within the context of a 
broader trend. They are a form of support and resistance and are usually accompanied by 2 
additional support and resistance levels.

 The calculations are as follows:

Pivot Point = (previous high + previous low + previous close)/3
Ist. Support =(pivot point*2)-previous high
2nd Support= pivot point-(previous high – previous low)
3rd. Support =pivot point –(2nd resistance - -2nd support)
1st. Resistance = (pivot point*2)-previous low
2nd. Resistance= pivot point +(previous high- previous low)
3rd Resistance= (pivot point-2nd support)+2nd. Resistance

Generally a relatively high percentage of market action is to be found between the 1 st 
support and resistance  levels.  Pivot points can be used more effectively when 
accompanied by additional analysis methods, for example with candlestick charts. If the 
market price is positioned under the pivot point, this suggests that a bearish trend is in force 
and conversely if the price is above the pivot point then a bullish trend is prevailing. Pivot 
points can be calculated in various time frames, daily, weekly or monthly.

EUR /US$ - Monthly pivots on a weekly chart

As with all trading methods, pivot point trading is not entirely risk-free, but serves as a useful 
systematic approach to trading the markets.
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Fibonacci retracement levels

The Fibonacci retracement levels are horizontal lines on a chart that indicate support and 
resistance levels. These levels are all derived from the ratios found in the Fibonacci 
number string. If you divide one number in the sequence by the next (aside from the first 
few numbers), the answer tends towards 0.618 – the golden ratio. And if you divide by the 
second and the third number to the right in the sequence, you get 0.382 and 0.236. The full 
range of Fibonacci retracement levels include 0.786, 0.618, 0.5, 0.382 and 0.236. The 
Fibonacci retracement indicator is useful because it can be drawn between any two 
significant price points, such as a high and a low, and the indicator will create the 
retracement levels between those two points.

End of Class 1
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